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ABSTRACT: Our proposed approach tries to decrease the impact of SLA violation through a user discrimination
approach and avoid entering the complex procedure of negotiation There will be no chance to get the unknown result
or loss of result. We can measure the SLA violation in long term measuring. For simulations, we considered five
different user types and five classes of virtual machines with different reliability level labels. A learning automaton is
an adaptive decision-making unit located in a stochastic environment and the action selection is based on a specific
Probability distribution which is updated according to environment the automaton receives by employing a particular
action which hence increases the efficiency by reducing the maximum cost and by improving Quality of Service (QoS).
KEYWORDS: Qos(Quality of Service), SLA( Service Level Agreement)
I. INTRODUCTION
In this project User satisfaction as a significant antecedent to user loyalty has been highlighted By many researchers in
market based literatures. SLA violation as an significant factor can Decrease user’s agreement level. The amount of this
reduce depends on user’s characteristics. So we have to present a new approach to reduce the impact of SLA violations
on User’s satisfaction level, but not by decreasing number of SLA violations. Instead, we try to use Characteristics of
users to decrease the impact of SLA violations on user satisfaction level [1]. But Some of them are unknown to the
service provider and selfish users are not interested to reveal Them truly. Most the works of literature ignore
considering such characteristics and treat others Just based on SLA parameters. So, two users with dissimilar
characteristics but similar SLAs have equal significance for the service provider.
using pair-wise queries to make informative points and it may take multiple queries to resolve the uncertainty about a
data point. This system as uncertainty based sampling for supervised learning; an active learner queries the instance
about which the label uncertainty is maximized [9]. The probability making an instance learned clusters. Here to select
an instance such that knowing its neighborhood will allow us to gain maximal information about the underlying
clustering data. In particular instance focusing only on its relationship with the labeled instances .
Clearly the user based approach tries to satisfy more risk, unfavourable users pay a lesser amount of penalty, while this
is not the case for random approach, the total number of paid penalties in random approach is greater than user based
approach. This simulation contains user types with different Willingness To Pay (WTP), but similar risk aversion [5].
The average WTP of the users which their requests arc assigned to virtual machines from different classes using the
user based approach. Comparing the results, we can see the requests from users with higher WTP are assigned to
virtual machines with higher reliability. This helps service provider to satisfy the users with higher WTP and improve
its profitability. Supple and dependable management of SLA agreements is of principal importance for both Cloud
providers and consumers [6].
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II. RELATED WORK
In this[1], we propose a discriminative batch mode active learning approach that formulates the instance selection task
as a continuous optimization problem over auxiliary instance selection variables.[2] present a framework for batch
mode active learning" that applies the Fisher information matrix to select a number of informative examples
simultaneously. The main computational task is how to efficiently identify the subset of unlabeled examples that can
result in the largest reduction in the Fisher information.[3] we focus on the problem of performing spectral clustering
under a economical constraint, where there is a boundary on the total number of entries which can be queried from the
parallel matrix.
We propose two main algorithms for this problem, allow tradeob among computational efficiency and actual
performance, and are also important for the problematic of speeding up standard spectral clustering [4]CorePhrase
works by first constructing a list of candidate key phrases for each cluster, scoring each candidate key phrase according
to its features, ranking the key phrases by score, and finally selecting a number of the top ranking key phrases for
output.[5]We present six Impact Challenges to explicitly focus the field’s energy and attention, and we then converse
existing difficulties which must be addressed.
e aim to inspire on-going talk and focus on ML that matters.[6]Hierarchical clustering initializes a cluster system as a
set of singleton clusters(agglomerative case) or a single cluster of all points (divisive case) and proceeds iteratively
with merging or splitting of the most appropriate cluster until the stopping criterion is achieved[7] they used MALLET
tool for searching the topic of documents[8] Kernel mode semi supervised algorithm is used.[9] investigate the power
of these citation-specific word features, and equate them with the original document’s textual representation in a
document clustering task on two collections of labeled scientific journal papers from two distinct domains. [10] The
data clustering process is broken down into three steps: sampling of a small representative subset of the points,
clustering of the tested data, and populating the first clusters with the remaining data followed by refinements. [11]
clustering with similarity information.[12] we evaluate the effects of 9 semantic similarity measures with a term reweighting method on document clustering of PubMed document sets [21].
III. EXISTING SYSTEM
In existing, using pair-wise queries to make informative points and it may take multiple queries to resolve the
uncertainty about a data point. This system as uncertainty based sampling for supervised learning; an active learner
queries the instance about which the label uncertainty is maximized. The probability making an instance learned
clusters. Here to select an instance such that knowing its neighborhood will allow us to gain maximal information about
the underlying clustering data. In particular instance focusing only on its relationship with the labeled instances [18] .
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In Proposed System, Clearly the user based approach tries to satisfy more risk, unfavourable users pay a lesser amount
of penalty, while this is not the case for random approach, the total number of paid penalties in random approach is
greater than user based approach. This simulation contains user types with different Willingness To Pay (WTP), but
similar risk aversion [19]. The average WTP of the users which their requests arc assigned to virtual machines from
different classes using the user based approach. Comparing the results, we can see the requests from users with higher
WTP are assigned to virtual machines with higher reliability. This helps service provider to satisfy the users with
higher WTP and improve its profitability. Supple and dependable management of SLA agreements is of principal
importance for both Cloud providers and consumers [25].
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V. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
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System architecture can comprise system components, the visibly properties of those components, the relationships
(e.g. the behavior) between them. It can deliver a plan from which products can be procured, and systems developed,
that will work organized to implement the overall system [29].
Two phase technique such as Explore and Consolidate.
Explore (traverse in order to learn about it) or Neighbourhood based Framework
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Input: We should provide sets of data points ( D); the total number of classes c; the maximum number of pair-wise
queries T.
Output: a clustering of D into c clusters.
Initialization:
C = Ф; N1 ={x}, where x is a random point in D; Nb= N1; l =1; t=0;
repeat
I = Semi supervised- Clustering (D, C)
X* = Most informative (D, I, C)
for each Ni € Nbiin decreasing order of p(X* € Ni)
do
Query X* against any data point Xi € Ni;
t++;
then l ++; Ni ={X*}; Nb = N Ni;
until t>T
return Semi-Supervised-Clustering (D, C)
Consolidate or Most Informative
Input: We should provide set of data instances (D); the cluster then assigns I; A set of neighbourhoods
Output: The most possible data point X*
Learn a random forest classifier on and compute the similarity Matrix M;.
VI. MODULES
A. Authentication :
In this module presents users a form with username and Password fields. The user need to enters a valid
username/password then the user will be granted to access the information. If the user types in invalid username and
password that user will be considered as unauthorized user and denied access to that user. If the user has not account
yet, goes to register then re login [30].
User: - Search Documents
In this module presents a user who gives the query to search particular documents from the database or server.
User: - View Documents
In this module presents a user who views particular documents from the database or server [36].
User:- Query based clustering
User has to select one option from given options. Both options are cannot link and must link .If user is
selecting must link He will get the related documents for particular data. If he selects cannot link, he will gets the
documents filtered by users and stored in database. By this way we can improve the performance [35].
User: - File Download
If user wants to download some documents first, he entered the query related to the documents in the given
textbox then, just clicks the download option on the page.
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Admin: - View/Edit Documents
In this module admin wants to view all the documents stored in database. The documents from databases he
verify that it is a must link or cannot link [37].
Admin: - File Upload
In this module presents admin wants to add new file on database. He just enters the documents details in given
textbox and clicks the download option.
Admin: - Clusters as manually
In this module presents when admin upload a file that time he need to verify the documents details. Then,
make a clustering as manually [38].
VII.


RESULT ANALYSIS

The user need to login at the home page or user can create an account

Fig 1 : Improve your document by typing the word and searching



The user can search for a particular word by typing the word and searching

Fig 2 : Admin can view and edit the document
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Fig 3 : search for a particular word by typing the word and searching

VII.

CONCLUSION & FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS

In this paper, we studied an extend SQL by set predicates to support set-level comparisons. Such predicates, combined
with grouping, allow selection of dynamically formed groups by comparison between a group and a set of values. We
presented two evaluation methods to process set predicates. Comprehensive experiments on synthetic and TPCH data
show the effectiveness of both the aggregate function-based approach and the bitmap index-based approach. For
optimizing of the multipredicate queries, we planned a histogram-based probabilistic method to estimate the selectivity
of set predicates. The approximation oversees the evaluation order of multiple predicates, producing efficient query
plans.

We plane to implement in future, optimization strategy for the handle of queries with multiple set predicates connected
by logic operations (AND, OR, NOT) and also investigated how Bitmap performs under different table sizes and query
complexities.
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